Visual object tracking is a fundamental problem in computer vision, and has been greatly improved with the rapid development of deep learning. However, existing tracking methods with single model update strategy cannot guarantee the robustness of tracker in complex scenes. In this paper, we innovatively propose a novel real-time long-short-term multi-model based tracking method. For the fusion of long-term and short-term features contain more spatiotemporal information, three models with different update periods are designed to learn the long-term and short-term features to improve the tracking robustness. Besides, the hierarchical feature contain deep convolution features and handcraft features are used to represent the current object, which can further improve the tracking accuracy with richer semantic information. Finally, to solve the inaccurate prediction of object position due to the cosine window in the correlation filter, the bounding-box regression strategy is introduced to optimize the final object position. Extensive experiments on OTB, VOT, TC128, and UAV123 datasets demonstrate that the proposed method performs favorably against state-of-the-art algorithms while running at 24 fps.
deep learning-based methods need huge samples to train model. Correlation filter-based methods uses ground truth in the first frame to train the correlation filter. They consider candidate area features to obtain the corresponding values with a correlation filter and the area with maximum responds value is chosen as the predicted position. Both methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance in the object tracking field.
The appearance module is an important part of the tracking framework. Traditional features such as gray scale and histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [6] have limited capability to represent an object in the appearance module. With the development of deep learning technology, deep features obtained from deep neural networks are adopted for object tracking. Deep neural networks such as Alex [7] and VGG19 [8] , [9] are pretrained using large datasets that cover a wide range of objects. The higher layers capture rich category semantic information while the features of lower layers contain more spatial details [10] . Deep learning-based tracking methods prefer a smaller network to solve the tracking problem by simplifying the standard network and reducing VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ training parameters. Although smaller networks are faster, their representation capabilities are weak and they cannot be applied to real-time tracking. Kernel correlation filter (KCF) [11] has been proven to be successful in both training and tracking for real-time object tracking. Since KCF puts the circular matrix in the Fourier domain that can transform the operation of diagonalize matrix into a vector Hadamad product, equivalent to point multiplications, greatly reducing the computation load and increasing compute speed to meet real time tracking requirement. However, KCF that uses HOG cannot fully describe the object characteristics compared with when using deep features. Due to this problem, combining fast online learning of the correlation filter (CF) [12] , [13] with the discriminative power of deep features has become popular. In this work, combined hierarchical feature is adopted to achieve higher representation capability than a single feature to improve the tracking performance. Because object tracking is a time-series problem, designing update strategies to adapt to sequential relationships is very important. However, most tracking methods use fixed and single model update strategies, which cannot handle the tracking problem in complex scenes. Due to the fixed update model will lose spatiotemporal information during the tracking process, long-term-fixed tracking model is not sensitive to fast movement and rapid deformation, while shortterm-fixed tracking model will lose the target in occlusion. Therefore, designing an efficient update strategy to deal with both rapid appearance changes and occlusion problems is very important to improve tracking robustness. In this work, a long-short-term multi-model update strategy is proposed to solve the model update problem. This strategy considers both long term and short-term changes in object appearance with three different term update models and improves the robustness of the tracking model to capture sequential relationships.
The purpose of object tracking is to precisely locate object position in a video sequence. However, the located position cannot greatly overlap with the ground truth location as it could impact the performance of the tracking model. The located position bounding-box may be larger than the ground truth, and more interference information will be added into tracking model gradually. All that interference information can reduce model representation capability and eventually lead to tracking failure. In this study, we use RCNN [14] with ground truth in the first frame to train the regression model and obtain the final prediction location, which is more compact around the ground truth. Motivated by these facts, a longshort-term update strategy based on CF is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2 . Here, instead of using a single feature to train the tracking model, HOG, color names (CN) [15] , and deep features obtained from pretrained VGG19 are combined. The combined hierarchical feature has more powerful representation capability that can improve the tracking performance. The long-short-term update strategy combines the advantages of both short-term and long term tracking to improve model robustness. Bounding-box regression is adopted to fine tune the original predicted location to achieve accurate localization. Because it is trained with ground truth in the first frame, it can also adjust to the interference generated during tracking. The performance of our method is compared with that of other real-time trackers by performing extensive experiments on two widely used datasets (OTB-100 with 100 sequences and OTB-50 with more difficult 50 sequences).
The contributions of this paper include:
• A novel robust real-time multi-model tracking method is proposed. Different from other methods using single fixed model update strategy with poor spatiotemporal information, a long-short-term multi-model that contains both long and short spatiotemporal information is designed to enhance the robustness of the model with spatiotemporal information. Three models with different update periods are designed to obtain both long and short spatiotemporal information to improve the tracking robustness in complex scenes.
• A hierarchical feature is proposed to improve the model's ability to distinguish between targets and backgrounds. Unlike only using deep features or handcraft features, we use three deep features together with HOG and CN features to represent tracking targets. Such hierarchical feature includes object location information, as well as high-level and low-level semantic information of the target, which can improve the discrimination capability of model.
• In order to solve the inaccurate positioning of the correlation filter due to the cosine window, a boundingbox regression strategy based on RCNN is proposed. Through the sample learning target scale change characteristics, regression prediction is performed on the prediction results given by the model, and the scale and position of the prediction results are fine-tuned to make the final prediction results more accurate in scale and position. To further verify the efficiency of the proposed method, experiments are evaluated on four famous benchmark datasets. Results demonstrate the proposed tracker is favorable against the state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and robustness. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first review related work in Section II and provide the overview of the proposed method in Section III. We illustrate experimental results including comparison with existing methods in Section IV and conclude the paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Visual object tracking is a basic problem in computer vision and pattern recognition for which many studies have been proposed with various applications in recent years. Traditional tracking algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) [16] , [17] , Kalman filter [18] , Struck [19] , and PCA [20] have extensive applications. In this section, we mainly review deep learning-based methods and correlation filterbased methods. 
A. DEEP LEARNING-BASED METHODS
With the help of huge training datasets such as ImageNet [7] , CNN have been successfully applied to the computer vision field for image classification and object detection. Because deep CNN is difficult to be trained with less training data for object tracking. So a pretrained deep CNN like VGG19, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be used for the visual tracking task to extract deep features. CNN-SVM [21] chooses RCNN to train the model offline while it adopts SVM [22] to distinguish objects online. Zhang [23] combines the spatial and semantic information to improve the discrimination ability of tracker. GOTURN [24] also uses an offline model and runs fast without an online update for object tracking, but the discrimination ability of feature limit its performance. FCNT [25] shows that the characteristics of different layers have different information based on VGG19. Top layers capture rich category semantic information and the features of lower layer contain more spatial information. Based on FCNT, STCT [26] trains convolution layers separately and transforms online fine tuning problem of CNN into a sequential ensemble learning problem. However, the complex models limit its tracking speed and fail to meet real-time requirement.
To improve the tracking speed, CRT [27] tries to solve the object tracking problem as a regression problem by optimizing a one-channel-output convolutional layer with gradient descent (GD). Other deep learning methods have also been introduced into object tracking. Zhang [28] uses spatially attentive method to combine the multi-model outputs. SANet [29] chooses RNN [30] to build a self-structure object model to improve the model discrimination capability between objects and similar background. It also combines RNN with CNN features to improve the tracker representation capability. TCNN [31] maintains a tree structure of CNN to learn the ensemble model and shares the convolutional layers with all the CNN to estimate the object. CFnet [32] combines CF with CNN and trains the CF under end-toend tracking framework. However, the huge training datasets and complex models limit the performance of deep learningbased methods on fast object tracking.
B. CORRELATION FILTERS-BASED METHODS
CF has been chosen to design efficient and robust tracking models due to its fast performance. CF is originally applied to signal processing to describe the correlation between two signals. Because CF is efficient and robust, CF is first introduced into visual object by a minimum output sum of squared error (MOSSE) filter [12] . KCF adopts circulant matrices to generate adequate samples and computes the solution in the Fourier space, which is fast and can be applied to real-time tracking. DSST [33] chooses two different filters to learn the position and scale. Chen [34] improves DSST by multiscale filters and feature fusion. Inspired by a psychological memory model, MUSTer [35] designs short-term and long term memory stores for robust appearance modeling. TBKCF [36] designs motion models for both the object and its context. However, CF-based visual object tracking models often suffer from boundary effects and limit the performance of trackers.
To alleviate this issue, SRDCF [37] ignores the boundary portion of all shifted samples because these effects occur near the boundary while BACF [38] chooses background information outside the bounding-box to implement an effective filter. LMCF [39] adopts high-confidence update strategy to update the tracking model effectively. Staple [40] effectively combines the HOG feature with the CN feature and proposes an effective feature fusion method. CSR-DCF [41] combines Staple with CFLB using the CN feature to improve the tracking performance. However, these methods only use handcraft features, which limits the discriminative ability of the model. DeepSRDCF [42] improves SRDCF with deep features and describes the object characteristics more effectively. C-COT [43] also uses deep features, it puts the cubic interpolation feature map into the continuous space domain and adopts the Hessian matrix to obtain the object position. Based on C-COT, ECO [44] uses factorized convolution operator, generative sample space model, and short-term update model to improve algorithm speed and performance. These methods show that CF methods still play a vital role in visual object tracking. Improving the representation capability of these models and choosing a suitable update strategy for CF-based methods are still important.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
As discussed earlier, both deep learning and CF-based methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The proposed method combines deep learning with the CF tracking framework to solve insufficient training data and insufficient feature representation problem. In the first section, deep, CN, and HOG features used in this study are presented and then the CF is introduced. To deal with inaccurate prediction of object position due to the cosine window in the CF framework, the bounding-box regression strategy is introduced to optimize the final object position. To improve the robustness of the proposed model and reduce object occlusion and drift effects, a long-short-term update strategy is introduced. The main steps of the algorithm of the proposed method are shown in Algorithm 1,
The tracking process of the proposed method. Bounding-box regression model and the tracking model will be initialed by the first frame. And the tracking model will track the object by deep and handcraft features with multi-models. Then the predicted position obtained will be fine-tuned by the pretrained bounding-box regression model as the final predicted position. Finally, the long-short-term multi-model will be updated with the final result.
Algorithm 1 Framework of the Proposed Method Input:
Initial object position P 0 ; Output:
Estimated object position P t = (x t , y t , w t , h t ); Learned correlation filters; Learned bounding-box regression model; 1: Train a bounding-box regression model; 2: repeat 3: Crop the searching window in frame t centered at (x t−1 , y t−1 ) and extract deep, HOG and CN features; 4: Compute confidence score for each channel by using f l ; 5: Estimate the new position original(x t , y t , w t , h t ) on response map set; 6: Adjust original(x t , y t , w t , h t ) by bounding-box regression and obtain final(x t , y t , w t , h t ); 7: Crop new patch centered at P t = final(x t , y t , w t , h t ) and extract deep, HOG and CN features with interpolation; 8: Update correlation filters by long-short-term update strategy; 9: until End of video sequence;
A. DEEP AND HOG + CN FEATURES
The appearance model adopted in this study is trained by features that combine multilayers of deep features with HOG + CN features. Deep features are often chosen to represent images and videos. In recent years, the performance of deepfeature model surpasses that when using only traditional HOG features. In this study, VGG19 trained by ImageNet is chosen to extract deep features from the target object. According to the description in CF2 [45] , the features of lower convolutional layers contain more spatial and temporal location information that can describe the location of the object more precisely. The features of higher convolutional layers contain more image semantic information to describe the appearances of target object that can distinguish the object from the background. It is useful to combine multilevel deep features that contain both semantic information and location information to improve the performance of object tracking. However, only using deep features cannot fully train the object tracking model. For example, some other tracking models improve model performance by combining traditional HOG with CN features. Among these features, the 31-channel HOG features are sensitive to illumination change, occlusion, nonrigid deformation, motion blur, inplane rotation, out-of-plane rotation, and background clutter situation. However, for scale change, rapid motion, and rigid deformation situations, its performance is unsatisfactory. While the CN feature transforms the three channels of RGB images into 11 color channels to obtain 11-channel features, it achieves good performance among the CF-based methods. Because HOG and CN features are mutual correctives of each other, it has become a standard in the object tracking field to combine them in recent years.
In this study, conv3-4, conv4-4, and conv5-4 from VGG19, and HOG features combined with CN features are used to represent the target object. The feature structures is shown in Fig. 3 and there are four feature structures for four features, respectively. These features are independent, the extracted HOG and CN features are combined as one feature and three deep features of three layers are considered as three features. The height and width of the feature are determined by the size of cosine window. Assuming the cosine window size is 28 × 26, the three deep feature size is 28 × 26, and the number of channels are 512, 512, and 256, receptively. The square HOG and CN feature sizes are 56 × 56 and twice the size of the cosine window. HOG has 31 channels and CN has 10 channels, and HOG + CN feature after connection has 41 channels. Then, we use bilinear interpolation function to downsample the HOG + CN feature from 56 × 56 to 28 × 26 according to the size of the cosine window. Finally, we obtain the HOG + CN feature with the size of 28 × 26 × 41. All four features are obtained through the feature extraction process and are chosen to train four CFs, which are used to predict the object location.
B. CORRELATION FILTERS
Only a single filter based on a single feature cannot locate the target object precisely. Inspired by using multi-filter for object tracking to improve the performance based on KCF, the proposed method uses four correlation filters to estimate the position of object by searching the maximum response value in the correlation map. To deal with deep features, three convolutional layer outputs are used as three features while HOG + CN is chosen as one feature. Suppose X is a feature vector of size M ×N ×D, where M, N, and D denote the width, height, and number of channels, respectively. A column vector of non-linear mapping function f (x i ) = ω T x i should be obtained that ω represents the weight coefficient. Ridge regression can be used to find a solution that makes the shifted samples linearly separable in the new space, the minimum squared error is:
Each shifted sample has a Gaussian distribution value. A correlation filter with the same size of X is learned by solving a minimization problem while all CF minimization problems can be independently solved by using fast Fourier transformation (FFT). We use the Gaussian kernel correlation matrix to build CF, the type of kernel matrix is as follows:
where x and x means the template and candidate generating vector,x denotes the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of x,x * means the complex-conjugate vector after Hermitian transpose, is the corresponding element multiplication operation, and F −1 means the inverse DFT. After conversion, a dual solution α to ω is found (for detailed conversion process, please refer to KCF [11] ). For each filter, the α is update by:
where γ is the learning rate and α new is α calculated in the current frame. For the proposed method, there are four correlation filters need to be updated according to relative features. Then, the correlation response map is computed in an image patch of the next frame and is estimated by searching the position with the maximum value in the correlation response map of size M × N .
C. BOUNDING-BOX REGRESSION
Due to the drift problem, the bounding-box will drift gradually and eventually lose target objects. To reduce the risk of losing an object caused by object drift, a fine-tuning method can be used at each predicted position. Furthermore, due to non-compact bounding-box, additional useless information will be added, which will have negative impact on the tracking model. In this paper, a bounding-box regression technique is adopted to fine tune the location and scale of the prediction results of the proposed tracking model. For the first frame of each video sequence, 10000 sample bounding-boxes are randomly generated around the initial position of the object with a Gaussian distribution. The bounding-box with over 0.6 overlap with the ground truth can be considered as a positive sample. The top 1000 positive samples are selected for bounding-box regression training. VGG19 trained on ImageNet is adopted to extract deep features from 1000 candidate positive samples. The 37th layer output feature is selected as the deep feature for boundingbox regression. The bounding-box regression is calculated by Ridge regression with the position and deep feature of candidate samples by RCNN method.
The specific process of bounding box regression is as follows. Let P = (P x , P y , P w , P h ) denotes the final output of the CF, G = (G x , G y , G w , G h ) denotes the ground truth, and G = (Ĝ x ,Ĝ y ,Ĝ w ,Ĝ h ) is the bounding box regression result of P. We adjust P through the following four equations.
Then we obtain a general form of the four equations. d x (P) and d y (P) denotes translation, d w (P) and d h (P) scale changes.
For each frame, there is an optimal adjustment t * = (t x , t y , t w , t h ),
Then, we obtain the solution form of t * ,
The function can be expressed as d * (P) = w T * (P), (P) means the input feature map, w * denotes the parameters of RCNN to represent four adjustment equations, and d * (P) means obtained predicted value. In order to minimize the difference between the predicted value and the ground truth value, the loss function is designed as follows,
Then, we obtain the function optimization goal and optimal w * by gradient descent method.
Finally, we obtain a well-trained bounding-box regression model through pretaining. In the following frames, when the proposed model outputs the predicted position in the current frame, the predicted position and its deep feature are fed into the previously trained bounding-box regression model to fine-tune the scale and position by Eq.5. Then, the regression model's output is used as the final predicted object position. The predicted position with bounding-box regression is more accurate around the target object. It makes the predicted bounding-box more compact around the object not only when the object becomes smaller but also when the object becomes larger. It will improve the performance and effectively reduce the probability of losing object when the object scale and location changes during tracking. For the training process, we randomly generated 10000 samples to balance both randomness and time cost problem.
D. LONG-SHORT-TERM UPDATE STRATEGY
Considering that the target object will be deformed and occluded over time, controlling the model update strategy for obtaining robust tracking result becomes a problem. There are many factors that can affect the tracking results. Some of them can be solved by choosing a suitable update strategy. However, some other issues may worsen due to the chosen strategy. It is difficult to choose a fixed term to update the model and varying term also affects the tracking performance. The short-term update strategy is more sensitive to fast deformation but less sensitive to object drift in case of occlusion, while the long term update strategy is insensitive to fast deformation and more robust to occlusion but not good for rapid appearance changes of the object. Neither single model update nor a fixed update strategy can solve this problem, which will limit the tracker performance.
In order to solve this problem, a long-short-term update strategy is proposed, as shown in Fig. 4 . The proposed method chooses long term and short term learning memory models and obtains the final update model by weighting. The update strategy has the advantages of both short-term update model for handling fast deformation and long term model for handling occlusion, it eventually improves the robustness and performance of the proposed tracking model. In this study, three models parameters update 1, 3, and 5 frames independently, and the final update model parameters are obtained after combining the three model parameters by weighting. The parameters are updated as follows:
where w is the weight for each model and α i (i = 1, 3, 5) corresponds to model i (i = 1, 3, 5), respectively. α j denotes four feature solutions. One-frame update model is good for tracking fast deformation and fast movement and it updates faster to contain deformation information. Three-frame and five-frame update models are good at tracking long term occlusion and small deformation, and therefore are more robust for long term tracking. In the end, an update model that combines all three update models is both more robust to occlusion and fast deformation compared with other models when used individually or when two of them are combined. 
A. EVALUATION ON OTB
OTB is a famous tracking benchmark dataset that consists of 100 fully marked videos with different interferences. The interferences are divided into 11 types. The evaluation is based on two methods: center location error and barea-underthe-curve (AUC). One-pass evaluation (OPE) is employed to compare the proposed method with eight state-of-the-art trackers including DeepSRDCF, SRDCFdecon, HDT, CF2, CNN-SVM, MEEM, KCF, and SAMF-AT. These methods adopt different tracking frameworks and features. The experiment follows the protocol and uses the same parameter values for all the sequences and sensitivity analysis. Note that CF2 is another tracking algorithm based on deep learning, we chose CF2 as a baseline for tracking algorithms that are based on deep learning. Deep features of three layers from VGG19, pretrained on ImageNet, and the HOG + CN feature are used to represent the target object. For the long-shortupdate model, 0.8, 0.1, 0.1 are chosen as the weights of oneframe, three-frame, five-frame update models, respectively. Bounding-box regression is adopted to fine tune the location. Fig. 5 shows the results under OPE using the location precision rate and overlap success rate for both OTB-2013 and OTB-50 datasets. It clearly shows that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against the state-of-the-art real-time methods using OPE in terms of both precision and area-under-the-curve (AUC) rates while not as good as non-real-time methods such as ECO and MDNet. The quantitative comparisons of location precision rate at 20 pixels, AUC rate and tracking speeds are presented in Table 1 . To fully explain the performance of the method, the performances for both OTB-50 (Benchmark I) and OTB-100 (Benchmark II) are shown. Table 1 also shows that the proposed method performs well against state-of-the art real-time trackers in terms of precision rate and AUC rate. Because OTB-50 has 50 videos that are more difficult for tracking, all the performance parameters are lower than those of OTB-100. Among the state-of-theart non-real-time trackers, HDT and DeepSRDCF perform well in terms of both AUC and precision rate. The proposed method has lower AUC rate than DeepSRDCF but higher precision rate and speed.
B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION
The performance using 11 different video attributes (such as fast motion, occlusion, and scale variation) annotated in the OTB benchmark is also analyzed. Fig. 6 shows eight main video attributes of OPE in OTB-100. The proposed method performs better in the case of background clutter and low resolution, this is because using deep, HOG, and CN features with semantics and spatial details can represent the target object better, while some other methods use only deep, HOG, or CN features. CF2 only uses deep features and KCF only uses HOG features, our results show that deep, HOG, and CN features combined have better representative capability. TABLE 1. Average precision plot and area success plot results on the OTB-50 (I) and OTB-100 (II) datasets (The first and second-best scores are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively). The method performs well in terms of scale variation as bounding-box regression can better deal with scale changes and bounding-box can be tighter around the target object. The method is more precise and robust in the case of occlusion compared with CF2 because the long-short-term update model contains additional previous object features. Fig. 7 shows some tracking results of the top tracking methods, namely, MDNet, KCF, MEEM, CF2, and the proposed method for seven challenging sequences. The MEEM tracker performs well for sequences with deformation and rotation (Trans and DragonBaby) but fails when background clutter and fast motion occur (Soccer, MotorRolling and Skating2) because the quantize color feature is not sufficient to handle cluttered background, for fast motion it needs a larger search area. The KCF tracker learns kernel correlation filter to find maximum responding in feature map using HOG feature and generates samples by shifting the target object. It performs well in the video sequence with partial deformation and fast motion (SUV and Soccer) but drifts when heavy occlusion and rotation occur (Skating2 and Motor-Rolling) because it has no multiscale or re-detection module. The CF2 method is based on KCF and chooses deep features to train three filters to compute the feature map. It performs well in the case of fast motion, background clutter, and occlusion conditions (DragonBaby, Soccer and Skating2). However, its bounding-box is not tightly bound around the object, which results in its overlap threshold rate to be lower than other tracking methods. The MDNet method performs well in the case of deformation, rotation, and fast motion (Trans, MotorRolling and Skating2) but is less accurate in the case of occlusion and background clutter (SUV and Soccer), this is because fast appearance changes and long object appearance occlusion occur such that the tracker cannot follow the object. The reason that the proposed method performs well can be explained as follows. First, the model is represented by multiple features that include deep, HOG, and CN features. These contain color, semantics, and spatial information to include more object details and are more effective than using a single feature. The result shows that using multiple features is more robust and accurate for model establishment. The proposed method performs well in the case of deformations, rotations, and background clutter (MotorRolling, Skating2, Soccer, DragonBaby and Singer1). For MotorRolling and DragonBaby, our method successfully achieved location error threshold rate of 97.6% and 94.7%, respectively. Second, the bounding-box regression makes the predicted bounding-box tighter around the object and can increase the overlap threshold rate. Third, the update model has both short-term model's advantages to handle fast deformation and long-term model's advantages to handle occlusion, it eventually improves the robustness and performance of the proposed tracking method.
C. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

D. ANALYSIS OF HIERARCHICAL FEATURE
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the hierarchical feature in the proposed method, comparative tests are performed on both OTB2013 and OTB100. We first evaluate the impact of different features on tracking results. As shown in Table 2 , VGG19 is higher than HOG + CN by 6.7% with stronger discrimination ability, which can effectively locate targets in complex environments. By using deep features and handcraft features together, the discrimination ability of features can be further enhanced. The final experimental results also show that using multi-level features can effectively improve tracking accuracy than single feature.
To further explain how the weight of different features affects the final result. The experiment of different weight settings on OTB2013 is performed. The weight of deep feature is set by 1, 0.5 and 0.25 for conv5-3, conv4-3 and conv3-3 in object tracking field, respectively. So we fixed the weight of deep feature and changed the weight of handcraft feature HOG + CN to show the effect of different feature weights. The results show that when the weight of HOG + CN is 0.1, the precision rate is 89.9% and higher than other weight settings.
E. ANALYSIS OF BOUNDING-BOX REGRESSION
To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed method with bounding-box regression, the performance with and without using bounding-box on the benchmark with 100 sequences is compared. Fig. 8 shows that for most cases, boundingbox regression has better performance than without using it. Bounding-box regression can fine tune the result and make it tighter around the object with suitable scale variation. If the bounding-box is not tight enough, other useless information will be added into tracking model and reduce the model's robustness and accuracy. As a result, a tighter boundingbox around the object can reduce useless information and effectively improve model accuracy. In a tighter boundingbox, the search area is more accurate and tracking speed can be improved. Moreover, because bounding-box regression is trained with ground truth in the first frame, it can adjust the location when the tracking model loses the object. The overlap threshold rate with the bounding-box regression model is significantly improved in our method as shown in Table 4 . The experimental result shows that the proposed method improves the AUC rates by 2.3% and 1.9% on both dataset. And we achieve 89.9% and 85.2% precision rates, which is obtain by the bounding box regression.
F. ANALYSIS OF LONG-SHORT-TERM UPDATE STRATEGY
To analyze the effectiveness of the proposed long-shortterm update strategy, the performance of using different . Performance evaluation using different update models. All single frames (1frame, 3frame, and 5frame), the combination of two of these frames (1_3frame, 1_5frame, 3_5frame), and all three update models together (1_3_5frame) are used on both OTB-50 and OTB-100. update models on OTB-100 is shown in Fig. 9 . Testing is performed for each single update model (one-frame, threeframe, and five-frame), then each of the models are combined (one-frame and three-frame, one-frame and five-frame, three-frame and five-frame) and tested. Finally, a combination of all three update models is also tested. As shown in Fig. 9 , all six methods have different strategy for both OTB-50 and OTB-100. Combining only one or two update models is not effective for object tracking in OTB-100 and OTB-50, while combining all three models has better performance than other frame update models. The combined model includes both short and long memories for model update and is more robust for object tracking. Fig. 9 also shows that three-frame update model performs better than one-frame and five-frame update model because the threeframe update model has more long and short term memories than other two single update models. To further demonstrate TABLE 5. Precision rates (%) at 20 pixels with four multi-model methods on OTB2013 and OTB-100 (The first and second-best scores are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively).
TABLE 6.
Comparisons with state-of-the-art tracking methods on VOT2015 (The first and second-best scores are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively).
TABLE 7.
Evaluation results of trackers on TC128 (The first and second-best scores are highlighted in bold and underline, respectively). the effectiveness of our method, we compare with four multimodel tracking methods (DMMF [46] , CF2, SAWM [23] and SACK [47] ) as shown in Table 5 . The SACK is based on adaptive combination kernel,and DMMF is based on multimodel and multi-feature. The results show that our proposed method performs favorable against with multi-model tracking methods on OTB2013 and OTB-100.
G. EVALUATION ON VOT2015
VOT [48] is a dedicated dataset for the object tracking field, which contains 60 video sequences and 6 attributes for each sequences. It adopts a mechanism that introduces time penalty and relocation after the object is missing, preventing the loss of the object and the loss of subsequent tracking results. At the same time, during the test, the robustness of the tracking model is further tested by random initial frame, rotation object and other changes. It mainly calculates the average expected overlap (AEO) to measure tracker performance. The results compared with state-of-the-art trackers are shown in Table 6 .
H. EVALUATION ON TC128
The TC128 [49] dataset is different from OTB and VOT in that it contains 128 full-color object tracking video sequences, including people, cars and other common life objects, some of which overlap with OTB-100. We compare with 7 state-of-the-art trackers (SRDCF, DeepSRDCF, SAMF, DSST, Struck, KCF, MEEM). The results are shown in Table 7 .
I. EVALUATION ON UAV123
UAV123 [50] includes 123 tracking sequences including vehicle and human. We compare with 7 state-of-the-art trackers (SRDCF, CSK, SAMF, DSST, Struck, KCF, MEEM). The results are shown in Table 8 . We achieve 68.6% and 48.3% over other trackers on precision and AUC plots, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective and novel real-time method for visual object tracking is proposed based on long-short term update strategy. Deep features of three layers extracted from VGG19 pretrained on ImageNet, and HOG and CN features are combined as the four features. The hierarchical feature contains more semantic information and more robust to significant appearance variation compared with single feature. Furthermore, the long-short-term update strategy predicts location by three models with different update periods, and alleviates the occlusion, deformation and appearance changes with richer spatiotemporal information. Finally, the bounding-box regression lowers the drift caused by extra information generated from the cosine window and makes the bounding-box around the object tighter. Extensive experiments on OTB, VOT, TC128, UAV123 showed that the proposed method performs favorably against with the stateof-the-art methods. In the future work, we will utilize new network models to obtain features with stronger discriminative ability to distinguish between targets and backgrounds. An adaptive model weight parameters will be designed for long-short-term model update to improve the robustness of the model. Reinforcement learning method will be introduced into the proposed model to adapt to new environment through self-learning, and further improve the tracking speed of the model by feature compression.
